• AWARDS Stars over Washington: A select group of astronomers and schoolchildren flooded the south lawn of the White House on 7 October for the first-ever presidential star party. Before stepping up to telescopes to look at the night sky, US President Barack Obama introduced several young astronomers, including high-school student Lucas Bolyard of West Virginia, who explained to him what a pulsar was. Earlier in the day, Obama had handed out this year's National Medals of Science and National Medals of Technology and Innovation to 14 researchers in a White House ceremony.
Grant cuts:
A new ¥270-billion (US$3-billion) funding programme in Japan may be slashed to ¥100 billion , after the science and education ministry last week announced cuts to the supplementary budget of which the programme forms a part. Before it lost a 30 August election, the Liberal Democratic Party had chosen 30 research
• POLICY
Climate advice: Britain requires a major shift in pace if it is to meet its self-imposed targets for cutting greenhouse-gas emissions, according to the Committee on Climate Change. In its first annual report to Parliament on the country's progress, the committee, established last year, says that Britain's current 0.5% annual drop must increase to 2-3% a year if the nation is to cut its emissions to 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. It also recommends more investment in nuclear power, wind farms and carbon capture and storage, and notes that "recession-induced reductions must not be confused with underlying progress". 
MOON SMASH GIVES OFF FLASH
For many eager astronomers (pictured watching outside the Ames Research Center in Moffett Field, California) NASA's frontal assault on the Moon ended in a fizzle on Friday. The Lunar Crater Observation and Sensing Satellite crashed near the lunar south pole as planned, but an expected plume of bright debris was nowhere to be seen, even by powerful telescopes. Mission scientists did, however, spot a thermal flash and a crater, perhaps 20 metres wide, created by the impact. They were most excited about a tiny bump in brightness seen by a mission spectrometer, which could signal the presence of water that some think exists as ice in the bottom of the target crater. See go.nature.com/ZbzDDe for more. • BUSINESS Patents tiff: The US Patents and Trademark Office has changed its mind about proposed rules intended to cut down on the Misconduct ban: The DFG, Germany's major national research agency, has disciplined two senior biodiversity researchers at the University of Göttingen by banning them from sitting on DFG committees for three years. The agency says that Teja Tscharntke and Christoph Leuschner misrepresented the publication status of 54 research papers in applications for continued funding of major research grants. Three other scientists in the Collaborative Research Centre and graduate college supported by the DFG were given a formal rebuke. In August, an independent investigation committee found the scientists guilty of "gross negligence" (see Nature 460, 791; 2009).
Amherst. Under a PNAS submission route to be phased out by July 2010, Margulis had "communicated" a paper by a non-academy member to the journal, which it published online in August. In the wake of rows over Margulis's alleged selective communication of reviews for the work, two additional papers, one co-authored by Margulis and one communicated by her, are now also in limbo. See go.nature. com/7wTuld for more.
number of times an applicant can add claims to an existing patent. In 2007, the drug company GlaxoSmithKline sued the patent office to try to keep the proposals from going into effect. A district court ruled in the firm's favour, and the proposals have been tied up in court since then; however, the patent office dumped them completely on 8 October. 
